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The construction of the Sagrada Familia has taken so long that building technologies and materials have
changed significantly from beginning to end.

From Handcrafted Stone to 3D Printing: The Technological and Material Evolution of Gaudí's Sagrada
Familia
Architect Antoni Gaudí designed Casa Vicens when he was just 31 years old. Built with vibrant ceramic
tiles and red bricks, the historic structure was Gaudí’s first-ever commission. Today, it’s ...

Antoni Gaudí’s First-Ever Designed House Lists on Airbnb for $1
Chile is set to begin construction of one of the most ambitious projects — a replica of part of the Sagrada
Familia.

Gaudí's first work outside Spain will be in Chile
YKK AP Inc. will present an exhibit at Tokyo Midtown as part of an industry-academia co-creation
project aimed at advancing the research and development of windows made using the latest 3D printing
...

YKK AP Inc. Presents ‘Window on The Future – Gaudí Meets 3d Printing’ in Tokyo
Blending Moorish and neoclassical architectural motifs, the spectacular building represents Gaudi’s
signature style ... one of the first buildings of the Art Nouveau movement.

For Just $1, You Can Live in a Gaudí Masterpiece for a Night
Sagrada Familia From La Pedrera ** Exclusive To Fine Art America ** The Sagrada Familia Temple
viewed from Casa Mila or La Pedrera House's terrace. Antoni Gaudi, Barc ...

Sagrada Familia From La Pedrera
From there Watson was able to identify themes and patterns in Gaudi's work, including his use of
materials, and was then able to suggest designs based on its knowledge. Watson was able to recognize ...
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IBM Watson Helps Create Sculpture Inspired by Gaudi
You’ve been to the Gaudi museums and gardens all around beautiful Barcelona, but thanks to Airbnb,
you’ll be able to stay in one of Gaudi’s architectural masterpieces this autumn. The post Open To ...

Open To Public: A Night’s Stay In Gaudi’s Casa Vicens
Jessica Silverman at her newly opened gallery in historic Chinatown on Grant Avenue in San Francisco.
Photo: Scott Strazzante / The Chronicle Jessica Silverman’s new gallery is surrounded by the icons ...

Jessica Silverman’s new Chinatown gallery earning ‘can’t miss’ status in historic neighborhood
Sure, you've seen La Sagrada Familia, but now is your chance to get an up-close-and-personal look at
the work of pioneering Spanish architect Antoni Gaudí sans tourists. Casa Vicens in Barcelona ...

The first-ever house from legendary architect Antoni Gaudí is on Airbnb
Explorespain Antoni Gaudi Our website, archdigest.com, offers constant original coverage of the
interior design and architecture worlds, new shops and products, travel destinations, art and ...

Now You Can Finally Stay in Antoni Gaudí’s First-Ever Designed Home
Over the last fortnight all the children at Kennet Valley C of E VA Primary school have been looking at
different artists as part of their ...

Picasso inspired portraits at Kennet Valley School
It’s one thing to book an Airbnb that has a view of a world-famous landmark, but it’s another to book
an Airbnb that actually lets you stay in that world-famous landmark.Airbnb has announced that, for ...

You Can Now Stay in the First House Antonio Gaudí Ever Designed
"A riotous mix of colors and influences, it was Gaudi’s first ever commission and it is widely regarded
as being one of the first buildings of the Art Nouveau movement. This hidden gem was ...

The First House Designed by Famed Architect Antoni Gaudí Is Available On Airbnb
airbnb takes a grand step forward listing the magnificent casa vicens as a residential destination. the
once private landmark that makes every passenger and traveler look twice gives one pair of ...

gaudí's first masterpiece casa vicens is finally listed on airbnb for just one night
In fact, one of the most famous structures in the world is Antoni Gaudí’s Gothic and Art Nouveau La
Sagrada Familia, a stunning Roman Catholic minor basilica in the heart of Barcelona. The Spanish ...
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